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3.  Scale isotopologue rotational constants	
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M E T H O D S  -  H I S T O R Y 	







MP2      B3LYP      M062X       CCSD	

6-31+G    6-311++G(d,p)    cc-pVDZ     aug-cc-pVTZ	


















































































































































H37Cl - This work	

B (H37Cl) = 312 518.81 MHz	
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•  Best consistent improvement  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•  Most time efficient improvement 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•  Most time efficient improvement 
B3LYP/6-31+G	
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E X T E N S I O N S  -  V I B R A T I O N A L  M O D E S 	

What happens if we apply the same methodology to 






















Error	  in	  Fundamental	  Vibra7onal	  Predic7ons	  for	  D2CO	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Requires identical symmetry!	

